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Abstract
This paper uses a novel experimental design to investigate the strategic value ofmaking
a public payoff sacrifice (“burning money”) in a setting modelled after the battle-of-
the-sexes game. Unlike prior studies, we find that subjects choose to burn money in a
significant portion of decision trials and that burningmakes the firstmoversmore likely
to achieve their preferred stage two equilibrium outcome. No such effect is observed
in a control treatment where money burning is triggered unintentionally. This suggests
that payoff sacrifices are important as deliberate signals of one’s further intentions,
and can be a source of strategic advantage different from that stemming from being
the first party to move. These results are supported by an analysis of subjects’ eye
movements, which reveals patterns consistent with forward induction reasoning.

Keywords Forward induction · Burning money · First-mover advantage

1 Introduction

The classic game-theoretic concept of forward induction (Kohlberg andMertens 1986)
suggests that past actions of a player could signal to her counterparts what that player
will do next. A number of experimental studies provided evidence consistent with this
idea. In particular, people who sacrifice an ‘outside option’ or incur a cost in order
to play a game with multiple equilibria have an increased chance of subsequently
securing their preferred equilibrium outcome, reducing the risk of coordination failure
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(Van Huyck et al. 1993; Cachon and Camerer 1996; Cooper et al. 1992, 1993; Brandts
and Holt 1995).

More recently, Evdokimov and Rustichini (2016) collected answers to questions
designed to elicit the players’ reasoning in a battle-of-the-sexes game with an outside
option. They found that what might limit the impact of forward induction reasoning is
that players with an opportunity to move first are often unable to turn this into a source
of strategic advantage, because even though they understand the signalling potential
of their initial choice, they lack the confidence that their counterparts will understand
the signal.

This result also sheds light on why, despite substantial evidence of the impact of
outside options, little empirical support has so far been found for a related concept of
‘burning money’, whereby an option to sacrifice some payoffs before a game is played
is said to be a source of advantage whether the option is exercised or not (Van Damme
1989; Ben-Porath and Dekel 1992; Hurkens 1996). In contrast with the theoretical
argument, Beck et al. (2013) reported that having an option to burn money, exercised
or not, does not increase one’s payoffs in a ‘credence game’. The authors found the
lack of impact of a decision not to burn unsurprising because the underlying theoretical
argument ‘relies on iterated forward induction and thereby requires many layers of
mutual knowledge of rationality’. However, they noted that a similar ineffectiveness
of a decision to burn (which demands less iterative reasoning skills from the players
in order to work) is puzzling. Blume et al. (2017) considered a scenario in which
the sender of the signal can communicate to the counterpart not only its decision to
burn money but also an explicit suggestion as to what it will do next. This made it
easier for the receiver to understand the signal, and burning money had the desired
effect. However, the frequency of burning was ‘dramatically reduced’ by even a slight
increase of the associated cost (for other recent work on the impact of signalling costs
on coordination in games, see Bilancini and Boncinelli (2018) or Masiliūnas (2017)).

These results indicate that the reason why people seem to use forward induction
reasoning in outside option games but not in burning money games is that using it in
the latter context is more complicated. Even though burning money (rather than just
considering to do so) seems to send out a stronger and easier to understand signal of
one’s intentions, it carries an extra cost that might be too high given a limited degree
of ‘confidence in others’.

A way out of the problem is suggested by the recent work by Alekseev et al.
(2017). They argue that the use of meaningful context and player labels in tasks
requiring sophisticated strategic reasoning, e.g. games that rely on forward induction,
is highly beneficial, as it can lead to choices being more consistent, knowledgeable
and strategic. This is in line with earlier research (Chou et al. 2009) suggesting that
presenting games in an abstract form of a payoff matrix, rather than in a simple,
familiar context, can lead to subjects failing to behave strategically and reverting to
basic heuristics. Indeed, in an early experimental study of burning money, Huck and
Müller (2005) found that the outcome of the game is highly-dependent on how it is
presented, with no strategic advantage gained by the first-mover under a normal form
representation, and an outcome indicating a first-mover advantage but not forward
induction when the game is presented in extensive form.
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Motivated by these results, we use a novel experimental design to study forward
induction. First, while we use a game similar to ‘battle-of-the-sexes’, wemake it easier
for the subjects to understand, describing it as a ‘conflict for resources’ visualized in a
simplified graphic form instead of a payoffmatrix, as in earlier studies.As an additional
aid, we provide training sessions to teach subjects how to play the basic underlying
game before introducing the option to burn money beforehand.

Similarly to Huck and Müller, we used a control treatment to disentangle forward
induction from a more general first mover advantage stemming from being able to
move first rather than simultaneously with one’s counterpart. Our control treatment
differs slightly from that used by these authors, in that the first mover does not know
which of her two available stage one actions will result in burning. Thus, the stage
one choice can no longer signal stage two intentions through forward induction, while
the timing of moves is preserved. Any gains of the first-mover relative to the control
treatment can therefore be attributed to the fact that forward induction is possible in the
main treatment, rather than to a change in timing and a generic first-mover advantage.

Finally, to gainmore insight into the underlying reasoning processes, we investigate
if subjects playing as receivers in the main experimental treatment (compared to those
in the control treatment) will be more interested in acquiring information on whether
the money was burned or not, and how acquiring it would determine their stage two
actions.We do this bymeans of the eye-tracking technique, i.e. use a camera integrated
with a computer system to identify the point on the screen that a subject is looking at
any time. Existing research in cognitive science shows that, based on the way people
visually examine information during problem-solving, it is possible to determine their
cognitive traits like intelligence and working memory capacity (Hayes and Petrov
2016) or to reveal the objectives that they pursue (Borji and Itti 2014). In contrast
with other cognitive process tracing techniques, like functional magnetic resonance
imaging, eye-tracking makes it possible to study behavior under natural conditions,
akin to a day-to-day computer task. It has been widely used not only to study bias in
individual decisions (e.g. Król and Król 2019) but also specifically in experimental
game theory (Polonio et al. 2015; Król and Król 2017; Stewart et al. 2016).

Unlike the previous literature, we find that subjects choose to burn money in a
significant proportion (over a third) of all decision trials. Crucially, the likelihood of
the first-mover/sender attaining its most preferred stage two equilibrium outcome is
greater in themain treatment than in the control treatment, and greaterwhenmoneywas
burned than when it was not. Furthermore, the effect of burning is greater in the main
treatment than in the control treatment. Lastly, eye-tracking reveals that receivers are
more likely to look at information on whether money was burned or not when burning
is triggered intentionally by the sender. Furthermore, when the receiver is known to
look at this information, choosing to burn has an impact on receivers’ behaviour that
is more strongly beneficial for the sender.

Our contribution is therefore to provide a counterexample to existing studies, show-
ing that under certain conditions, it is possible for burning money to become a source
of strategic advantage, as postulated by game theory, to the extent that players would
actually choose to bear the associated cost. In particular, in line with other recent stud-
ies, we point to the game being presented in simple form and context as a key factor
allowing players to understand the game and behave strategically. We also demon-
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strate the crucial role of the sender’s deliberate intention to burn being clear to the
counterpart, differentiating the impact of burningmoney from a first-mover advantage.
Finally, we provide eye-tracking data consistent with forward induction reasoning.

2 Method

2.1 Subjects

The experiment was conducted at the University of Social Sciences and Humani-
ties in Wroclaw. A total of 96 subjects were recruited from the local population of
undergraduate and postgraduate students; their average age was 22.5, and 50 of them
were female. The protocol of the study was approved by the local Research Ethics
Committee and the study was conducted in accordance with the Helsinki Declaration.

2.2 Procedure

The experiment was computerized—our stimulus presentation software was pro-
grammed in Embarcadero Delphi XE5, and the interface for remote communication
with the eye-tracking workstation was programmed in C# usingMicrosoft Visual Stu-
dio Express. The experiment featured two experimental treatments (described in detail
below), each comprising eight sessions with six subjects taking part in every session.
Each subject was seated at a separate computer terminal and all were asked not to
communicate with each other. Instructions were read aloud, shown on a board visi-
ble to all subjects, and displayed on each computer screen. One of the six computer
terminals had attached underneath the screen a RED250 eye-tracking device, manu-
factured by SensoMotoric Instruments and set to 60 Hz frequency (thus, we recorded
the eye-data of a total of 2×8×1 � 16 subjects). The terminal had a 22 inch screen
with resolution set to 1280×720, and the distance between the subject’s eyes and
the screen was approx. 70 cm. For the subject seated at the eye-tracking terminal, we
conducted a standard five-point semi-automatic calibration and validation procedure.
Subjects are asked to look at small pulsating dots that appear on the screen in quick
succession. After that, they are asked to look at a different set of stimuli to record the
offset between the target and the gaze point identified by the eye-tracker (the average
deviation was below 0.5° for all tested subjects). To detect eye-fixations, we used the
SMI Vision Event Detector software with default settings (min. duration 80 ms, max.
dispersion 100 px). The experiment took around 40 min and the average total payoffs
were equivalent to approximately 10 USD in local currency (subjects received a fixed
amount equivalent to 0.06 USD for every point scored in the game, with no possibility
of negative winnings—see below).

2.3 Stimuli and design

Each session of the experiment consisted of three parts, the first two of which were
intended to gradually familiarize subjects with the rules of the game played in part
three, and were the same across the two treatments. Subjects played in pairs against
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each other during a total of 32 rounds (split across the three parts of the study). A
random matching procedure was designed to ensure that no subject played the same
other subject more than once in the same player role and in the same variant of the
game (see below).

2.4 Part I

The first part of each session consisted of five rounds. In each of them, subjects were
shown two sets of geometric figures: a large set of seven figures (four circles and three
squares), and a small set of five figures (four circles and one square). The position of
the two sets on the screen was randomly chosen in each round: either the large set on
the left and the small one on the right, or vice versa. Similarly, in every round subjects
were randomly allocated the role of a ‘circle player’, represented by a round green
smiley face icon, or a ‘square player’ (red square smiley face). The icons were initially
shown in the centre of the screen, between the two sets, and the icon of the player
whose role was assigned to the subject was highlighted in yellow (see Fig. 1).

In every round, the role of the other (not highlighted) player was randomly allocated
to one of the other five subjects taking part in the session, but no two subjects would
face each other more than once in the same role in this part of the experiment.

Each subject’s task was to independently select either the large or the small set
of figures, by dragging their player’s icon to the left or to the right or the screen.
Depending on their choices, each subject was then allocated a number of figures,
and every figure converted to a fixed monetary amount. The figures were allocated
according to the following rules:

Rule 1: If each player selected a different set, each gets all figures in her chosen set.
Rule 2: If both players selected the same set, the square player gets all squares in
the chosen set, and the circle player gets all circles in the chosen set.

In order to help our subjects understand and implement these rules, they were
given the option to ‘simulate’ the outcome, by dragging the icons of both players into
hypothetical positions and observing the allocation of figures that would have followed
prior to making a final decision (see an example in Fig. 2).

Once the subject finalized her choice by clicking a ‘select and continue’ button, the
icon of the other player would start pulsating until the latter makes her own choice,
and then move into the appropriate position, with the allocation of figures and the

Fig. 1 An example decision screen shown to subjects in part I of the study. Here, the large set is displayed
on the left, and the subject was assigned the role of the square player (colour figure online)
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Fig. 2 An example allocation of figures as shown to participants. Here, both player icons are on the left side
of the screen, i.e. both have selected the set on the left (in this case this is the large set). Accordingly, the
circle player receives four figures (marked in green), and the square player receives three figures (in red)

square

large set small set

circle
large set 4, 3 7, 5

small set 5, 7 4, 1

Fig. 3 The normal form of the game played by subjects in part I of the experiment

subject’s monetary payoffs updated accordingly. The subject could then reflect on the
outcome and move on to the next round upon clicking a ‘continue’ button.

Note that the game in question is equivalent to the normal-form game presented in
Fig. 3, and is similar to the classic ‘battle-of-the-sexes’ (BoS) game used by existing
studies. In particular, choosing the large set is similar to selecting one’s ‘preferred
outcome’ in BoS. There are two pure-strategy Nash Equilibria, each with a different
player choosing the large set (‘preferred outcome’), and the other player choosing the
small one (similar to the ‘yield’ strategy in BoS). There is also a mixed-strategy equi-
librium inwhich each player chooses the preferred outcome/large setwith a probability
of 3/4. While each of the two pure-strategy equilibria favors a different player, when
choosing the same strategy both are worse off than in their less preferred equilibrium.

The difference between the two games is that the one used here is not completely
symmetric. When both players choose the large set (‘preferred outcome’), or when
both choose the small one (‘yield’), the circle player is better off than the square
player. Importantly, the circle player receives four figures in either of these cases, the
consequences of which will be discussed later.

2.5 Part II

The second part of every session consisted of 11 rounds. The only difference compared
to part I was introducing a single new element to the game, black circles, with the
following effect on payoffs:
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Fig. 4 An example decision screen shown to participants in part II of the experiment, with two black circles
in each set of figures

Rule 3: Any black circles allocated to the circle player do not count for the purpose
of calculating her payoffs/monetary rewards.

There was always the same number of black circles in the large set and in the small
set, which meant that the payoffs of the circle player were simply reduced by this
number, while leaving the square player’s payoffs unaffected. The number of black
circles in each set was either one, two, or three, determined at random in each trial.

An example of this is shown in Fig. 4. In this example, choosing the large set (left)
by both players would result in the circle player only getting the two circles there that
are not coloured in black. Once these choices are finalized, the screen shown to the
subject would resemble the one in Fig. 2, except for the presence of the black circles.
In particular, the two black circles in the left set would not change colour to green, i.e.
the circle player would only receive two points/figures instead of four. However, if the
square player chose the small set (right), then all the five figures in that set would turn
red and be allocated to her, while once again only the two white circles in the large
set (plus the three squares) would turn green and be allocated to the circle player. All
in all, the payoff matrix in this game is as shown in Fig. 3, except the payoffs of the
circle player (first number in each cell) are reduced by the number of black circles (in
this case, two).

2.6 Part III

The last, main part of each experimental session consisted of 16 rounds. In every
round, the game was now played in two stages. First, the subject assigned the role of
the circle player was shown two subgames, each similar to the games played in part
II, and identical to each other except for the number of black circles in each set of
figures which was larger (by one) in one of the two subgames than in the other. One
of the two subgames was displayed in the upper half of the screen and the other in its
bottom half, an example of which is shown in Fig. 5.

In every round, each pair of subjects was randomly assigned to one of two variants
of the game: (V1)where the number of black circles in each setwas one in one subgame
and two in the other subgame; or (V2)where the number of black circles in each setwas
two in one subgame and three in the other subgame (thus, the three possible subgames
across the two variants of the game corresponded to the three one-stage variants of
the game used in part II). In addition, in every round, it was randomly determined
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Fig. 5 An example decision screen shown to subjects in part III of the study. There is a single black circle in
each set of figures in the ‘top’ sub-game, and two in each set in the ‘bottom’ one. The large set(s) of figures
are shown on the right. The subject, assigned the role of the circle player, selected the ‘top’ sub-game and
moved the player icons into hypothetical positions in both (note the black circle in the right set of the top
subgame is hypothetically assigned to the square player, and so coloured in red) (colour figure online)

whether the subgame with the larger number of black circles would appear in the top
or in the bottom half of the screen, and whether the large set of figures would appear
on the left or right (in both subgames). In every round, each subject was also randomly
assigned the role of circle or square, and randomly matched with one of the remaining
five session participants. Similarly to the previous two parts of the experiment, the
randomization procedure was designed to ensure that, throughout part III, no two
players would play the same variant of the game against each other more than once in
the same roles (subjects were made aware of this). Additionally, each subject would
play the same number of times in each of the two roles (of circle and square).

In the first stage of the game, the task of the subject assigned the role of the circle
player was to select the subgame to be subsequently played (at stage two) by the two
players in the same way as they had done in the first two parts of the experiment.
However, the way in which the circle player was to select the subgame varied with the
experimental treatment in the way that we now describe.

2.7 Main treatment

In this case, the subject assigned the role of the circle player could directly choose
one of the two subgames. Thus, by choosing the subgame with the lower number of
black circles, the subject chooses not to burn any money, and by choosing the one
with one additional black circle she chooses to burn one unit of payoffs (that is, in
both variants of the game, V1 and V2, the player can either burn nothing at all or burn
a single payoff point). The choice was submitted by either pressing the ‘A’ keyboard
key to select the subgame shown at the top of the screen, or pressing ‘L’ to select the
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one at the bottom. The selected subgame was shown as more opaque/highlighted (see
Fig. 5). The subject could also drag-and-drop the player icons in both subgames in the
usual manner, to see what would happen in each subgame if hypothetical set choices
were made, prior to finalizing her choice of subgame. In the meantime, the square
player would wait, being shown a blank screen with a pulsating message ‘waiting for
the other player’.

Once the subgame was chosen by the circle player, i.e. at stage two, both subjects
would be shown the two subgames, with the selected one now permanently high-
lighted (more opaque). The subjects could still drag-and-drop the player icons in both
subgames, to see what would happen in each if hypothetical set choices were made.
However, they were told that only their choice in the selected subgame would matter,
as indicated by ‘choose left’ or ‘choose right’ caption on the button they had to click
to finalize their set choices. The round would then end and payoffs would be allocated
in the usual manner.

2.8 Solution by forward induction

Let us demonstrate how forward induction can be used to solve the game. Suppose first
that, in the first variant of the game (V1, depicted in Fig. 5), the circle player chooses
the subgame with one black circle. She is then guaranteed at least three figures, but
can get more if the two players go on to choose different sets (which will happen
with positive probability in any Nash Equilibrium). If she then selects the subgame
with two black circles instead (i.e. chooses to ‘burn’ one figure/payoff point), this
means that, by doing so, she is looking to improve on a guaranteed payoff of three
figures. Hence, she must expect the pure strategy Nash Equilibrium to be played in
which she selects the large set and the counterpart chooses the small one, as the other
two equilibria cannot beat a payoff of three (in particular, the mixed-strategy Nash
Equilibrium yields an expected payoff of 11/4).1 If the square player understands this,
and expects circle to choose the large set, she will indeed want to select the small one.
Thus, by choosing to ‘burn’ at stage one, the circle player can ensure a payoff of five
figures. We will refer to this as ‘level one forward induction reasoning in the burning
money game’, or FIR.1 for short. An analogous reasoning applies to variant (V2) of
the game shown to subjects (choosing between two and three black circles).

Consider now the next step, which we will refer to as ‘level two forward induction
reasoning in the burning money game’, or FIR.2 for short. Specifically, suppose that
based on FIR.1 the players expect circle to end up with five figures when choosing to
‘burn’ at stage one, but instead circle opts not to burn. This would suggest that she
expects to get more than five figures when choosing not to burn, and the only Nash

1 Note how this means that we could not have used a symmetric game, which would require that the number
of circles in the large set (call it x) equals the number of squares in that set, and the same is true for the
number of circles/squares in the small set (y). It is then impossible to find a number of black circles (z) such
that: (1) the lowest equilibrium payoff with burning (2y − z) does not exceed the guaranteed minimum
payoff without burning (y); and (2) it is impossible for a subject to walk away with nothing (y− z>0). Even
if requirement (2) was relaxed to y − z≥0, we would still need z � y, which, among other things, would
make it possible to infer if money was burned without looking at the other subgame (thus confounding the
eye-tracking analysis—see the hypotheses section).
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Equilibrium of the corresponding subgame in which this happens is again the one in
which she selects the large set and the counterpart chooses the small one.

Thus, the circle player ends up with six figures by merely considering the option
to burn money (once again, the same reasoning also applies to the second variant of
the game). Note that we only make the distinction between FIR.1 and FIR.2 in the
context of the specific game studied here, and do not claim that these are two generic
types of forward induction reasoning that can be applied to other games.

What is important for our further considerations is that FIR.2, taking FIR.1 rea-
soning one step further, is likely to be more difficult for our subjects to conduct than
FIR.1.

2.9 Control treatment

The control treatment differs from the main treatment in one feature only. Specifically,
subjects assigned the role of the circle player in any given round of part III did not
know, at stage one, which key (‘A’ or ‘L’) would select the subgame shown at the
top of the screen, and which one would select the one at the bottom. They were told
that this was decided beforehand by the experimenters by tossing a fair coin, once for
every round of part III. If the result was ‘heads’, then pressing ‘A’ would select the
game at the top of the screen, and pressing ‘L’ would select the one at the bottom. If
the result was ‘tails’, the key roles would be reversed. In addition, subjects were told
that the results of all the coin tosses had been written down on a sheet of paper placed
next to them, which they would be able to inspect upon completion of the experiment.
The change means that forward induction reasoning no longer applies, as the circle
cannot signal her intentions via her stage one choice. At the same time, the relative
timing of moves of the two players is preserved.

Thus, we believe that any first-mover advantage, defined as a payoff improvement
resulting from moving first rather than simultaneously with the counterpart (indepen-
dent of the nature of the initial move), would occur in the main treatment to the same
extent as in the control treatment. Similarly, the Huck and Müller (2005) study used
a control treatment where the first-mover ‘selects’ between two identical subgames.
Although technically the player does not therefore make a payoff-relevant choice,
i.e. is not a ‘mover’ in a strict sense, the authors still argue that ‘the fact one player
can make a first choice renders this player’s preferences “focal” (even if the choice is
materially irrelevant).’ They refer to this as the ‘physical timing hypothesis’ and report
that a first-mover advantage is present as a result. They also show that such ‘materially
irrelevant’ physical timing is sufficient to induce the first-mover’s preferred equilib-
rium in a similar way to what is observed in the burningmoney game (in which payoffs
in one of the two subgames are different). In comparison, our treatments are designed
so that each of them involves the same pair of subgames. This allows us to rule out
the possibility that any observed differences between stage two outcomes across the
treatments are due to payoffs being different in each case.
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2.10 Hypotheses

Compared with existing studies, our experimental design includes a number of fea-
tures that should make it easier for subjects to understand the game and carry out
forward induction. First, presenting the game in a graphic form only requires subjects
to internalize a small set of intuitive rules (described earlier) instead of analysing
two payoff matrices of 8 numbers each, or one of 16 numbers, as in existing stud-
ies (a long-standing consensus in decision science is that graphical presentation of
numerical information leads to better decision quality than tabular presentation, par-
ticularly when task complexity and information load are high (Remus 1987; Gettinger,
Koeszegi, and Schoop 2012; Speier and Morris 2003). In the more specific context
of experimental game theory, existing studies showed that presenting a game in an
abstract form could lead to loss of experimental control and prevent players from act-
ing strategically, while framing it in a familiar context and simple form can resolve the
problem (Chou et al. 2009; Alekseev et al. 2017). In the same spirit, the two training
parts of each experimental session should make it easier to understand the potential
of burning money when it is introduced in part III.

Furthermore, allocating an easily-noticeable guaranteed payoff of between two
and four (depending on the game variant) to the circle player (recall Fig. 1) facilitates
putting a value on the option relinquished by the player through burning. This should
simplify the forward induction process by making the game more similar to ‘outside
option’ games in which forward induction reasoning is readily demonstrated. A poten-
tial downside is that it also creates a payoff asymmetry between the players, making it
hard to judge the extent to which any observed changes in behaviour compared with
existing studies are due to the simplified format vs. the asymmetric payoffs. Here, we
try to control the latter effect as much as possible by interchangeably using variants
of the game with different numbers of black circles, i.e. varying the average payoff of
the circle player relative to that of the square player. The variant of the game is then
included as a control variable in the estimated regressions to verify that any effects of
burning money that we observe are not mere artefacts of the asymmetry between the
players.

Overall, with the changes described above, we expect the generally complex for-
ward induction reasoning to become more accessible to subjects relative to simple
heuristics based on physical timing (such as ‘the player who moves first should get
the large set’). Thus, we should be able to demonstrate any benefits from having an
opportunity to burn money that are additional to and separate from the physical timing
effects. Specifically, we hypothesize that, compared with the control treatment, the
outcome of part III of the main treatment will be closer to the circle player’s pre-
ferred stage two equilibrium, with the circle player more likely to choose the large
set, and the square player more likely to choose the small one. Since FIR.1 is easier to
carry out than FIR.2, we also expect the difference between the treatments to be more
pronounced when money is burned at stage one than when it is not.

With regards to the eye-tracking data, we build on the fact that forward induction
reasoning is based on drawing conclusions from what exactly the first-mover does
at stage one, whereas all that matters for a first-mover advantage is the very fact of
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Fig. 6 The main AOI, enclosed by red dotted lines. This is the part of the screen the subject assigned the
role of the square player would need to look at to compare the number of black circles between the two
subgames. The AOI covered approximately 10% of the screen (colour figure online)

moving first. Thus, making the effort to find out what the counterpart did at stage one
should be a signature of forward induction reasoning. To measure the intensity of that
effort, we record all eye fixations located in the area depicted in Fig. 6 (a fixation is
an act of pausing one’s gaze on any part of the visual field).

This ‘Area-of-Interest’ (AOI, in the eye-tracking terminology) is specified as the
set of two equally sized rectangles, enclosing the two collections of circles in part
III, stage two choice screen of the square player in the subgame that has NOT been
selected by the counterpart. This is where the subject allocated the role of square must
look in order to find out if the circle player burned money at stage one (recall that we
varied the number of black circles in each subgame between the trials, so the subject
could not otherwise be certain if the selected subgame has more or less black circles
that the other subgame).

We hypothesized that subjects would be more likely to look at the AOI in the main
treatment than in the control treatment (as a signature of more forward induction
reasoning taking place). Furthermore, in trials in which the square players look at the
AOI the differences between the treatments postulated above should be particularly
strong.
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3 Results and discussion

3.1 Comparisons of part III of themain and control treatments with part II

We begin by reporting the frequencies of the 2×2� four possible stage two outcomes
of the game, depending on the experimental treatment (main vs. control), and the
subgame selection triggered (intentionally or not, depending on treatment) by the circle
player: not burn vs. burn. For reference, we include the frequencies obtained in part II
(which is when the black circles are introduced but players still move simultaneously).
Finally, we separately report the outcome frequencies for those trials in which the
subject playing as the square player was seated at the eye-tracking terminal and did
or did not look at the AOI representing the subgame that has not been selected by the
counterpart. The results are presented in Table 1.

The first thing we may wish to note from Table 1 is that the frequency of the circle
player’s preferred outcome (where the circle player selects the big set and the square
player chooses the small one) was greater in the main treatment than in part II of
the game, but no such change occurred in the control treatment. Figure 7, showing
the evolution of the said frequency over the course of part II and part III, suggests
no obvious time trend within a given part of the study/experimental treatment, while
illustrating the above differences between them.

To verify the statistical significance of the differences observed above, we estimated
a mixed-effects binary probit model with random intercept and slope effects grouped
by experimental session (to allow for within-experimental session correlated errors).
The binary dependent variable took a value 1 if the circle player’s preferred outcome
occurred in a given trial (each part II and part III trial constituted a single observation),
and zero otherwise. We included two binary independent variables—‘control’ and
‘main’, each taking a value 1 if the trial occurred during part III of the control and
main treatment respectively (the other possibility, set up as the regression’s reference
category, was that the trial occurred during part II). Additionally, we included a control
variable representing the number of black circles in each set (for part III trials, this was
based on the subgame that was selected at stage one, and, for all trials, we subtracted
two from each value, i.e. used the variant of the game with two black circles per set
as the reference value). The resulting fixed effect coefficient estimates are reported in
Table 2.

The results indicate that the number of black circles per set has no effect on the
likelihood of the circle player obtaining her preferred outcome in part II (βn-black � −
0.144, p � 0.170), and there is no significant difference in this respect between part II
and part III of the control treatment (βcontrol � − 0.128, p� 0.333, and βn-black×control
� − 0.296, p� 0.101). However, in part III of themain treatment, the said likelihood is
higher than in part II given a number of black circles per set equal to the reference value
of two (βmain � 0.608, p<0.001), and the number of black circles has a significantly
more positive effect on the likelihood of the circle player’s preferred outcome than in
part II (βn-black×main � 0.770, p<0.001). We may summarize this as follows.
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Table 1 The frequencies (%) of the four possible stage two outcomes depending on the experimental treat-
ment, the initial decision of the circle player, and whether or not the square player seated at the eye-tracking
terminal looked at the subgame not chosen by the circle player (note that the ‘overall’ frequencies also
include cases where the square player was not seated at the eye-tracking terminal)

Sircle small
Square 
Small

Sircle small
Square big

Circle big
Square 
Small

Circle big
Square big

N

Part II 8.14 41.48 8.14 42.23 528
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) Overall 10.16 36.46 21.61 31.77 384
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rn Overall 12.08 50. 11.67 26.25 240

Square not look 25 37.5 25 12.5 8

Square look 7.41 48.15 3.7 40.74 27

Ci
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le
 b
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n

Overall 6.94 13.89 38.19 40.97 144

Square not look 0 31.25 18.75 50 16

Square look 7.69 7.69 69.23 15.38 13
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t (
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ng
) Overall 6.51 58.85 7.03 27.6 384

Ci
rc

le
 N

O
T 

bu
rn Overall 4.74 60.53 7.89 26.84 190

Square not look 3.45 62.07 10.34 24.14 29

Square look 0 33.33 33.33 33.33 3

Ci
rc

le
 b

ur
n

Overall 8.25 57.22 6.19 28.35 194

Square not look 3.85 53.85 15.38 26.92 26

Square look 0 66.67 16.67 16.67 6

Result 1 The frequency of the circle player’s preferred outcome is significantly greater
in part III of the main treatment than in part II, particularly when the number of black
circles per set is large. However, the same is not true for the control treatment.

In contrastwith the existing literature, this result suggests that forward induction can
play a role that is distinct from the effect of physical timing/first mover advantage. In
particular, the firstmover’s preferred equilibrium ismore likely to occur under dynamic
(rather than simultaneous) play only in the treatment in which forward induction
reasoning is possible, while no difference from simultaneous play is observed in the
control treatment.
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Fig. 7 The evolution of the frequency of occurrence of the circle player’s preferred outcome (circle big,
square small), over the course of part II and part III (for each of the two experimental treatments)

Table 2 Coefficient estimates of a mixed-effects binary probit model of the probability of the circle player’s
preferred outcome occurring (‘circle big, square small’), modelled as a function of the experimental treat-
ment and the number of black circles

Probability of the circle player’s preferred outcome (part II and part III data combined) N � 1296

β SE z p 95% CI

Lower Upper

Intercept − 1.415 0.102 − 13.887 <0.001** − 1.631 − 1.200

n-black − 0.144 0.104 − 1.386 0.170 − 0.342 0.056

Control − 0.128 0.132 − 0.967 0.333 − 0.386 0.132

n-black×control − 0.296 0.180 − 1.646 0.101 − 0.643 0.053

Main 0.608 0.110 5.507 <0.001** 0.398 0.820

n-black×main 0.770 0.154 4.989 <0.001** 0.467 1.065

Note. Part II of the game is the reference category, i.e. both treatment dummy variables are equal to zero
when the given instance of the game took place during part II (**significant at p<0.05). Additionally, for
part III trials, the number of black circles is based on the subgame that was selected at stage one, and we
subtracted two from each value, i.e. centered the variable around a baseline value of 2

Additionally, results of the Pearson correlation also indicated that there was no
significant association between the total payoff earned by a player during part I and
part II and the player’s behaviour during part III of the main treatment, specifically the
frequency of the player burning money (r � − 0.10, p � 0.52), of choosing the big set
when playing as circle (r � 0.06, p � 0.69), or of choosing the big set when playing
as square (r � 0.18, p � 0.25). Thus, there is no reason to suspect that the different
patterns observed during part III were caused by different histories of play during the
first two parts of the study.

We therefore proceed to focus on part III, specifically on the differences between
the experimental treatments, as well as on the effect of the stage one behaviour of the
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circle player on the players’ subsequent decisions at stage two. In other words, having
established that the likelihood of the first mover’s preferred outcome depends on the
treatment, we now investigate in more detail the reasons why this is the case.

3.2 The propensity to burnmoney

Result 2 The overall frequency of burning money in the main treatment was 37.5%.
This is significantly different from 0 based on a one-sample one-tailed non-parametric
Wilcoxon-test [Z � 2.52, p � 0.007].

The frequency of burning of almost 40% of the trials of the main treatment is both
significantly above zero and higher than the very small fractions reported by previous
studies (e.g. 6% in Huck and Müller 2005). One reason for this could be the reduction
in the complexity of forward induction reasoning brought about by the novel features
of our experimental design (graphical presentation, training sessions, and the easily-
noticeable guaranteed payoff of the circle player). This made the circle players more
likely to use money-burning, as more of them understood its potential and thought it
more likely that the counterparts would understand the signal. In addition, we see in
Table 1 that the outcome following no opportunity to burn (i.e. in part II) was worse
for the circle player than what is typically obtained in ‘battle-of-the-sexes’ games (e.g.
in Cooper et al. (1993) both players selected the preferred outcome with a probability
of around 2/3). The one exception from this was when money was burned in the
main treatment, in which case the outcome was almost the exact opposite of what was
observed in the training sessions. In other words, the circle players started from amore
disadvantaged position than in the canonical ‘battle-of-the-sexes’ games, thus making
it more imperative for them to look for ways to improve it. As burning seemed the only
way in which they could do so, they often opted for this strategy despite the associated
self-inflicted cost. At the same time, in the model we estimate next, we will see that
making the circle player generally worse or better off relative to the square player, i.e.
manipulating the overall payoff asymmetry between them, had no significant effect
on the players’ behaviour.

3.3 The effect of burningmoney and evidence of FIR.1

To determine the statistical significance of the variance, observed in Table 1, in the
frequency of choosing the big set by subjectswhen assigned the role of the circle player
(particularly across treatments and depending on whether money was burned or not),
once again we estimated a mixed-effects binary probit model. The model includes
random intercept and slope effects nested by subject and experimental session, to allow
forwithin subject/experimental session correlated errors. This allows us to control both
the subject- and group-specific variation stemming frompairwise interactions between
a specific set of subjects. Each trial belonging to part III of the study constitutes a single
observation. The dependent variable is a binary variable taking a value 1 if the subject
assigned the role of circle chose the big set, and 0 otherwise. The three independent
binary variables are: ‘burn’ (taking a value 1 if money was burned), ‘control’ (taking
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Table 3 Coefficient estimates of a mixed-effects binary probit model of the probability of choosing the big
set by the circle player modelled as a function of the variant of the game, money-burning, and treatment
(**significant at p<0.05)

Probability of choosing the big set by the circle player (based on part III data) N � 768

β SE z p 95% CI

Lower Upper

Intercept − 0.353 0.111 − 3.195 <0.001** − 0.571 − 0.136

Game-variant 0.074 0.104 0.706 0.481 − 0.131 0.278

Burn 1.167 0.157 7.416 <0.001** 0.858 1.475

Control − 0.103 0.128 − 0.805 0.421 − 0.354 0.148

Burn×control − 1.143 0.203 − 5.623 <0.001** − 1.542 − 0.744

Note. The reason why we used the main treatment (rather than the control treatment) as the reference
category was that the ‘burn’ coefficient then estimates the effect of burning in the main treatment, which
was our main focus

a value 1 if the trial belonged to the control treatment), and ‘game-variant’ (taking a
value 1 if the two subgames contained respectively 2 and 3 black circles, and 0 if they
contained 1 and 2 black circles). The results are presented in Table 3.

We find that, in the main treatment, having chosen to burn increases the likelihood
that the first mover will subsequently select the big set (βburn � 1.167, p<0.001), but
that this effect is significantly weakened in the control treatment (βburn×control � −
1.143, p<0.001).

We modelled the frequency of choosing the big set by subjects when assigned
the role of the square player in a similar fashion (once again, nesting the random
effects by subject and experimental session). The only difference was that, in this
case, we included data from the eye-tracking-equipped terminal (one in each session)
indicating whether or not the subject playing as square fixated on the AOI depicted
in Fig. 6 during decision time. We included two binary independent variables: ‘look’
(taking a value 1 if the subject did look at the AOI) and ‘not-look’ (taking a value 1
if the subject did not look at the AOI). If the subject was seated at a terminal without
eye-tracking, both variables would take a value of 0. In the current section, we focus
on the behavioral results from terminals not equipped with eye-tracking (look � not-
look � 0). This corresponds to the first five coefficient estimates in Table 4 (above
the dashed line), and is based on the same set of predictors as the model reported in
Table 3.

In a mirror image of the results in Table 3, we find that, in the main treatment, the
first-mover’s decision to burn decreases the likelihood that the second mover (square)
will subsequently select the big set (βburn � − 0.596, p<0.001), but that this effect is
significantly weakened in the control treatment (βburn×conntrol � 0.504, p � 0.035).

Thus, the results in this section are consistent with FIR.1, and may be summarized
as follows.

Result 3 Compared with choosing not to burn, burningmoney increases the likelihood
of the first mover choosing the big set, and of the second mover choosing the small
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Table 4 Coefficient estimates of a mixed-effects binary probit model of the probability of choosing the big
set by the square player modelled as a function of the variant of the game, money-burning, treatment, and
whether or not the subject looked at the specified AOI (**significant at p<0.05; *significant at p<0.10)

Probability of choosing the big set by the square player (based on part III data) N � 768

β SE z p 95% CI

Lower Upper

Intercept 0.687 0.121 5.699 <0.001** 0.451 0.924

Game-variant 0.053 0.110 0.482 0.630 − 0.162 0.268

Burn − 0.596 0.160 − 3.725 <0.001** − 0.910 − 0.282

Control 0.488 0.163 2.970 0.003** 0.168 0.808

Burn×control 0.504 0.239 2.109 0.035** 0.035 0.972

Look 0.580 0.362 1.605 0.109 − 0.129 1.290

Not-look − 0.659 0.476 − 1.385 0.167 − 1.594 0.275

Burn× look − 1.483 0.552 − 2.684 0.007** − 2.567 − 0.398

Burn×not-look 1.448 0.616 2.351 0.019** 0.239 2.657

Control× look − 1.274 0.853 − 1.494 0.135 − 2.948 0.400

Control×not-look 0.544 0.568 0.958 0.338 − 0.570 1.658

Burn×control× look 2.085 1.149 1.816 0.070* − 0.169 4.340

Burn×control×not-look − 1.553 0.760 − 2.044 0.041** − 3.045 − 0.062

Note. The binary variables ‘look’ and ‘not-look’ are both included as they are not mutually exhaustive (the
third possibility is that the subject is not seated at the eye-tracking terminal and both variables are equal to
zero)

set, but only in the main treatment in which forward induction reasoning is possible
and burning can signal the first mover’s subsequent intention.

3.4 The effect of themere ability to burnmoney and evidence of FIR.2

When money is not burned (burn � 0), the square player is more likely to choose
the big set in the control treatment than in the main treatment (Table 4, βcontrol �
0.488, p � 0.003). However, the analogous (opposite) effect of the treatment on the
circle player’s behaviour is not statistically significant (Table 3, βcontrol � − 0.103,
p � 0.421). Looking at the data in Table 1, we see that, when money is not burned,
the frequency of the first mover’s most preferred outcome (circle big, square small)
is higher in the main treatment (11.67%) than in the control treatment (7.89%), while
the frequency of her least preferred outcome (circle small, square big) is lower in the
main treatment (50%) than in the control treatment (60.53%; note that the ‘overall’
figures in Table 1 are based on all data, while the regression estimates we considered
so far are based on excluding data from the single eye-tracking terminal).

Thus, there is some evidence to suggest that, consistent with FIR.2, even choosing
not to burn could be a source of a strategic advantage, because the outcome is then
more favourable to the first mover than when the same subgame is selected at random
and cannot signal the subsequent intention. In other words, the mere opportunity to
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intentionally burn money, even if not acted upon, could give a player a gain additional
to any first-mover advantage that stems solely from the fact of being the first player
to move.

At the same time, we should note that the frequency of the first mover’s least
preferred outcome in part II (Table 1, 41.48%) is even smaller than when money is not
burned in themain treatment (50%). This could be caused by the relative timing of part
II and part III trials, but could also reflect a paradox inherent in FIR.2. Specifically,
if, as evidence suggests, subjects show a tendency to treat intentional burning as a
signal of the first-mover’s intention to choose the big set, then they might analogously
treat not choosing to burn as a signal of an opposite intention, thus leading to a worse
outcome for the first-mover than when no signal is received (as in part II).

Overall, our results support FIR.1 more strongly than FIR.2. As we have already
noted, and as has also been observed by recent literature, FIR.1 requires less iterative
reasoning capability on behalf of the players than FIR.2, i.e. it is easier to understand
the strategic implications of the counterpart choosing to burn than of the counterpart
choosing not to do so (whichmay be taken as simple avoidance of an unnecessary cost).
Our results are consistent with this idea, since we observe that burning influences the
counterpart more than choosing not to do so. This also further supports the notion that
burning money can be a source of strategic advantage separate from and additional to
any physical timing effects. In particular, if moving first was the only source of circle
player’s advantage, then there is clearly no reason for the square player to respond
differently depending on circle’s initial move, since either way the circle player has
moved first.

3.5 Eye-tracking analysis

The behavioural data which we collected and analysed above has already provided
support for our main hypothesis: that burning money can influence future actions in a
way distinct from a first-mover advantage. However, it is still interesting to consider
eye-tracking as an auxiliary tool that can further support, and perhaps refine, the
insights from behavioural observations.

In particular, the frequency of having looked at the specified AOI (the subgame that
was not selected) by subjects playing as square and seated at the eye-tracking terminal
in the control treatment (look� control� 1) was 14.1%, and was significantly smaller
than the same frequency in the main treatment, equal to 62.5% [Mann–Whitney U �
63, two-tailed p � 0.001].2

Result 4 The second-movers are more likely to attend to information about the sub-
game that was not selected at stage one when the subgame is chosen intentionally,
rather than randomly, by the first-mover.

2 This may be compared to the same frequency calculated for the circle players, which equalled 14.5% in
the main treatment and 13.8% in the control treatment. Clearly, regardless of the treatment the circle player
has no reason to look at the subgame that was not selected, having already familiarized herself with both
subgames prior to triggering the subgame selection. Thus, it might potentially be argued that the square
players in the control treatment are as uninterested in the AOI as the circle players are in both treatments.
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Clearly, if moving first (whatever the exact decision) was the only source of the
circle player’s strategic advantage, then there is no reason for the square player to
check if money was burned or not, and no reason to do so more often when the
subgame selection is certain to be in line with the circle player’s intentions. Thus, this
result further supports the idea that prior choices can be a source of a strategic gain
by signalling future intentions, in a way distinct from a first-mover advantage.

Additionally, it is important to verify that looking at the specified AOI is a sign of
acquiring information about circle player’s past move for the purpose of informing
one’s own strategy (rather than, for example, mere curiosity). In particular, to check if
the fact of looking at the AOI was related to the observed choices of the square players,
we consider the remaining, bottom part of Table 4 (below the dashed line). Compared
with the reference category of subjectswhowere not seated at the eye-tracking terminal
(look� not-look� 0), andwho thereforemight have looked at the AOI or not, subjects
who are known to have looked at the AOI are more strongly influenced by burning in
the main treatment (βburn× look � − 1.483, p� 0.007). That is, the likelihood that they
would choose the big set decreases more as a result of burning than for subjects in the
reference category. Conversely, subjects who are known to have avoided the AOI are
less strongly influenced by burning in the main treatment (βburn×not-look � 1.448, p �
0.019). This tendency can also be seen in Table 1: for instance, in the main treatment,
the frequency of the circle player’s most preferred outcome increases from 11.67%
to 38.19% across all subjects when money is burned, but the change is considerably
larger, from 3.7% to 69.23%, for subjects known to have looked at the AOI.

At the same time, the above effect of looking/not looking at the AOI in the main
treatment is to an extent offset in the control treatment (βburn×control×not-look � −
1.553, p� 0.041; and βburn×control× look � 2.085, p� 0.070). In otherwords, looking at
the subgame that was not selected is less important for the second-mover’s subsequent
actions when the subgame selection is determined randomly rather than being made
according to the first-mover’s intention. In Table 1, this is to some degree reflected in
the fact that, in the control treatment, the frequencies in the look/not look cells tend to
trace the corresponding overall frequencies more closely than in the main treatment.3

Result 5 The effect of burning money (Result 3) is stronger in the main treatment (and
stronger relative to the control treatment) for subjects who look at the subgame that
was not selected than for those who do not.

This result further suggests that subjects’ behaviour is driven by FIR.1 rather than
FIR.2. If subjects were motivated by FIR.2, then they might have been inclined to
consider the subgame that was not selected in order to carry out the full forward
induction process, and to do so more often in the main treatment than in the control
treatment (as per Result 4). However, in that case looking at the AOI would not have
been associated with a greater change in behaviour depending on whether money was

3 However, we should note that, in case of the control treatment, those frequencies should be interpreted
with caution, because subjects looked at the AOI in only 14.1% of the trials. Combined with the fact that
only one subject in each session was eye-tracked, and that some of the four combinations of choices were
rarely observed, this means that frequencies in some of the Table 1 cells represent a very small number of
observations and are not very reliable. The advantage of using the mixed regression model instead of raw
frequencies is that it takes this into account when estimating the significance of the key comparisons.
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burned or not, as the mere consideration of burning is sufficient in FIR.2 and the exact
action does not matter. Result 5 could therefore be seen as more evidence in favour of
FIR.1 but against FIR.2.

Results 4 and 5 further underline that, to be successful, burningmust actually occur,
be intentional, and noticed by the other party. In particular, the counterpart must be
willing to pay attention not only to the current state of play but also to ‘what might
have been’.

3.6 Possible extensions

Since our results underline the role of the ease with which the counterpart can read the
first-mover’s intention, one might wonder how the results would change if the circle
player could convey an explicit ‘cheap talk’ message of her further intention together
with the initial decision (as in Blume et al. 2017). If this could only be done given a
decision to burn, then there is little doubt that an even greater proportion of the players
would do so, and the effect on the stage two outcomewould be even stronger. However,
if the circle player could, alternatively, choose not to burn but indicate an intention
to choose the big set, then this would possibly shift the stage two outcome somewhat
towards the circle player’s preferred equilibrium, although not to the same extent as the
same suggestion accompanied by burning (based on our results, we believe burning
would make the message more credible). In other words, both options available to the
circle player would become more effective, and the overall effect of cheap talk on the
frequency of burning would depend on the relative magnitude of these changes.

One could also introduce a direct monetary cost of acquiring information about the
first-mover’s initial choice (additional to the existing mental cost of allocating atten-
tional resources to the subgame that was not chosen). Apart from being an interesting
new scenario to study in future research, this could also be seen as a potential alter-
native to eye-tracking, bypassing the existing hardware resource constraints of only
being able to monitor the gaze of one of the subjects in each session. In particular, by
manipulating the cost of acquiring information, one could indirectly manipulate the
likelihood that subjects would do so, while also limiting the noise due to accidental or
curiosity-driven looking at the AOI.We anticipate that increasing the cost of acquiring
information would strengthen the effect of burning on those subjects who choose to
acquire it, but might also reduce the first-movers’ willingness to burn, as they would
face an increased possibility that the counterpart will not notice this, opting to avoid
the cost of acquiring the information.

4 Conclusions

In this paper, we reported the results of an experiment in which subjects play a two
player game with multiple equilibria. Game theory has long suggested that a player
could benefit from an option to carry out a public payoff sacrifice beforehand, which
might convince the rival of the player’s intention to play consistently with the first-
mover’s preferred equilibrium, thus inducing the rival to do likewise. However, so far
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no experimental studies have proved that ‘shooting yourself in the foot’ could lead to
strategic benefits that would be high enough for players to choose to bear the cost, and
distinct from whatever is gained by simply being the first player to move.

We attributed this lack of existing evidence to the complexity of the forward induc-
tion reasoning required to understand the potential of burning money, and used a novel
experimental design that simplifies the problem when seen from the subjects’ point
of view. As a result, we found that money-burning does have the effect postulated by
theory, making the first-mover more likely to attain the desired equilibrium outcome.
These benefits from burning were greater than in a control treatment in which the
second-mover did not know if the counterpart actually had intended for the money to
burn, suggesting that burning conveys one’s subsequent intentions and provides one
with a leverage additional to any first-mover advantage.

We also analysed the players’ eye-movements accompanying the observed deci-
sions. This revealed that subjects make the effort to seek out information about their
counterparts’ intentional past moves, and use it to guide their own subsequent choices.

Overall, the results emphasize that whatmatters for the outcome of strategic interac-
tions is not only the current state of play (as per the well-known subgame consistency
principle) but also how the parties arrived at the present situation and what intentions
and knowledge they had along the way.
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